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OVENTE B00DEPUCS8 Portable Electric Hot Water

Specifications

Capacity 7 Liters
Material Stainless Steel
Voltage 120
Wattage 1100
Product Dimensions 4 x 6.7 x 9.9 inches
Brand OVENTE
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Introduction

An elegant electric kettle made of stainless steel, the Ovente KS96S complements any kitchen surface. There are three
hues to choose from: brushed (silver), macaron cream, and red. Additionally, it is covered by a 1-YEAR WARRANTY,
so you can have confidence in Ovente.

Due to its speed, it has been shown to be 85% more effective than stovetop kettles in decreasing your daily electricity
use with a 1.7L capacity and 1100-Watts of power. A hidden water heating element, a flip-back cover for easy filling,
and a washable/removable filter provide the purest results with this kettle. This kettle has a cool touch button, auto
shut-off, boil-dry protection, secure locking lid, LED indication light, and comfortable stay-cool handle for safety
reasons. Additionally, a 30-in cord that neatly tucks into the base of the device is included for added convenience.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

When using your kettle, basic safety precautions should always be followed, including the following

Read the instruction carefully and thoroughly, before any operation of the kettle.
Before connecting the kettle to a power source, check whether the voltage indicated on the appliance (bottom of
the kettle and base unit) corresponds with the main voltage in your home.
Do not touch hot surfaces or hot water. Use handles. Care must be taken since burns can occur from touching
hot parts or from spilled hot liquid.
To protect against fire, electric shock, and personal injury, do not immerse cord, plug, power base, or electric
kettle in water or other liquid.
Unplug from outlet when not in use and allow the kettle to cool before cleaning.
Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug, or after the appliance malfunctions or is dropped or
damaged in any manner. Call our toll-free customer service number for immediate assistance.
The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the manufacturer may result in fire, electric shock, or
personal injury.
Do not use outdoors.
Switch OFF and unplug from the outlet before filling, emptying or cleaning, or when not in use.\
Do not overfill the kettle. Refer to the maximum level indicator.
To avoid against fire, do not operate near explosive and/or flammable fumes. Do not operate or place any part of
this appliance on or near gas, electric burner or in a heated oven.

KETTLE MAINTENANCE

1. Wipe the exterior of the kettle with a soft, damp cloth or sponge.
2. Remove water spots with a moistened cloth.
3. Do not use abrasive scouring pads.
4. Never immerse the kettle in water or other liquids.
5. From time to time, depending on the nature of your water supply, limescale will be naturally formed and can be

found mostly on the heating element; thus, reducing the heating efficiency. (Refer to the descaling instruction).

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Model: KS96
Input Voltage: 110-120V
Power: 900-1100W
Hertz: 50/60Hz

CLEANING

Smell / Spotting / Descaling The residue, smell and red spots do not come from the Stainless Steel or glass. They
can be caused by limescale which are natural deposits (calcium, magnesium, iron and copper) that may build up
depending on the water in your area, which, over time, can cause spotting and residue.

While you do not need to worry about hygienic or health-related issues, we do strongly recommend descaling your
kettle from time to time to avoid limescale build-up and other issues.



What you need

1. White Vinegar
2. Water

Steps

1. Mix 8 parts water to 2 parts vinegar solution
2. Pour solution into kettle and close the lid
3. Bring solution to a boil and leave for 5-8 hours.
4. Dispose solution down the drain.
5. If the problem persists, repeat from step 1 until limescale dissipates.

Caution The solution may be extremely hot during this process. Should you have any questions and/or concerns
please feel free to contact us.

Never yank on the cord as this may damage the cord and will cause a risk of electric shock.
Do not use appliance for other than intended use.
To avoid possible steam damage, do not face the spout when operating the kettle.
If operated on wooden furniture, use a protective pad to prevent damage on delicate finishes.
Do not switch your kettle ON if it is empty.
Use the kettle only with the supplied base unit. Do not use the base unit for other purposes.
While the water is boiling, do not attempt to open the lid of the kettle to avoid the steam scalding on your hand.
Keep the kettle out of the reach of children. Do not leave children unsupervised with the kettle.]
This appliance should not be used by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have are supervised by the person who is
responsible for their safety.

SPECIAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE KETTLE

It is recommended to use filtered or tap water when filling the kettle.
The water level must be within the MIN and MAX marks.
Switch off the kettle before removing from the base.
Always ensure that the lid is tightly closed.
The base and exterior of the kettle must not become wet.
Always make sure that the kettle is positioned properly on its power base.
The kettle will automatically shut off once it reached the designated temperature.

 USING THE KETTLE

1. Refer to Figure 1 to open the kettle.
2. Fill the kettle with water up to desired level. Do not overfill to prevent the risk of spillage. Use the water level

indicator to measure the desired amount of water.
3. Put the base on a dry and flat surface.
4. Place the kettle on the base.
5. Connect the kettle to a properly installed 110-120V 50/60Hz socket.
6. Insert the plug to the socket.
7. Switch on the kettle (Refer to figure 4). The LED will light up to indicate that the
8. The LED will light up to indicate that the kettle is working. After boiling, the kettle switches off automatically.
9. Disconnect the kettle from the main power supply.



Frequently Asked Questions

Does it have a 2 prong plug?

It’s 3 prong. The plug is huge and sticks out way to far from the wall, the cord doesn’t lay flat and can’t be pushed out
of the way. It is not a normal counter top appliance wire or plug. It is more industrial looking. And it is black so might not
look good in some kitchens.

Is the lid plastic or does it have plastic parts touch during the boiling process?

It will touch the window which is a plastic part.

Is there any plastic inside of the kettle? Is that glass on the see-through window or plastic?

The see through window is made of plastic which does not detract from operation of the kettle. There is also a plastic
lid on top of the kettle. A blue light shines through these plastic parts when the kettle is heating the water enhancing the
effect of the kettle.

Is this product BPA Free?

do not know for sure , but it is stainless steel with a plastic window.

Does the kettle keep warm after boiling?

Yes, but not as though it was a thermos…will stay hot enough to brew tea for about 20-30 min. I love mine and have



used it every day since i purchased it. It does shut off so it stays as warm as a tea kettle on the stove would once
turned off

Will it boil just one cup of water?

Yes, just fill the amount of water you desire, one cup or ten.

Electric kettle with “keep warm” feature? Recommendation

The kettle does not have a keep warm feature but it has an automatic shut off function that turns off the kettle once it
comes to a full boil.

Does the top of this come completely off or is it a hinge top?

It is a hinge top. you could see the button on the top of handle, which is the switch to open it.

Can you see the heating element when open?

No I think the heating element is hidden inside.

Does anyone know if this kettle is made out of 201 or 304 stainless steel graded material?

KS96S takes very long time to boil water. A good kettle should be cordless and rapid boil system, even if you have to
pay little extra.

Has anyone had a problem opening the lid? Or getting the ON switch to engage?

The lid sometimes hangs but opens fine after a few times. Never had trouble with the on switch. It will NOT engage if
the water is very hot.

Is this a stainless steel pot? Does the description say ‘white’ for the color?

Yes, this is a stainless steel pot, although this is some plastic on the top of the kettle. I think there are different colors to
pick out. My kettle is blue.

How long does it take to boil a full kettle?

Less than 4 to 5 minutes. I’ve never owned another electric kettle before but I can tell you I love this one and it’s very
convenient.

How much does the empty kettle weigh?

No idea – but it’s easy to handle 1 handed full or empty. There is no lever so you just pour.

Can this be used with a power invertor in a car?

I regret that I cannot answer the question since I am currently using it in my kitchen on the counter top. It has the
regular three prong plug that plugs into the electrical outlet on the wall, but with a power inverter in a car, I cannot say.
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